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Analysis of micropulsation data from Siple Sta-
tion has centered principally in three areas: (1) a
statistical study of occurrence and its correlation
with other geophysical indices; (2) an analysis of
the dispersive properties of Pc-i events to deter-
mine their propagation path and the equatorial
density along the path; (3) attempts to correlate
the ground observations with satellite measure-
ments of energetic particles to study wave-particle
interactions. Taylor et al. (in press) present a pre-
liminary report on some of these results.

In addition to digitally sampling the broadband
response from each detector, the signals are ana-
lyzed in real time fir amplitude in two frequency

intervals corresponding to Pc-i and Pc-2 micro-
pulsations. This form of data can readily be
stripped from station tapes without reproducing
the broadband data, and thus it has been used for
our statistical and correlative studies. Pc-i pulsa-
tions at Siple are late-night to early-morning
phenomena with the maximum likelihood of occur-
rence between 2 and ii hours local time. As shown
by many other studies, Pc-i occurs during periods
of low to moderate Kp.

In spectrograms of Pc-i events, filamentary
structure can be seen that corresponds either to
consecutive observations of the same Pc-i wave
train as it propagates from one hemisphere to
another along the geomagnetic field lines, becom-
ing more dispersed as it does (fanning structure),
or to a number of discrete wave trains. Using the
dispersion of Pc-i micropulsations, it has been
demonstrated that the approximate propagation
path of the micropulsation and equatorial density
along the path may be determined (Dowden, 1965;
Dowden and Emery, 1965; Watanabe, 1965; Lei-
mohn et al., 1967). The dispersion of a number of
Siple Pc-i events has been analyzed, giving the
following results: (i) all existing theories give simi-
lar propagation paths and equatorial densities; (2)
L values for the propagation paths appear to be
outside the plasmasphere; (3) equatorial densities
of the cold plasma also indicate propagation out-
side the plasmasphere. These results are presently
not understood, in that accepted theories for Pc-i
place their generation and/or amplification region
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at the plasmapause. As a next step, the above re-
sults will be compared with Si pie very low frequency
(VLF) determinations of equatorial density profiles.

Long-lasting Pc-i events have been found in the
Siple data. A spectrogram of an interesting long
event is shown in figure 1. The event has a sud-
den beginning and then divides into two frequency
bands, later coalescing back into one. An analysis
of the dispersion of the two frequency bands sug-
gests very different paths of propagation for the
two branches. Long events often consist of pulsat-
ing signals such as those seen in the upper branch
of the one in figure 1. Since the Pc-i peaks theoreti-
cally are amplified by a resonant interaction with
energetic protons, and because the pulsations seen
in the long events are comparable to proton drift
periods, an attempt is under way to correlate Ex-
plorer-45 proton measurements with such events.
In the few cases studied, trapped proton pitch
angle distributions after the commencement of an
event show a marked change from near isotropy
to rounded, peaking at 900 • This correlation sug-
gests that the particles are indeed supplying energy
to the waves in resonant interaction.

About 35 long events were found in the 1973
data. A statistical study of these events in correla-
tion with Dst is shown in figure 2. The long dura-
tion events clearly do not occur during times of
ring current inflation; in fact, they appear to favor
times of +Dst, when the solar wind is apparently
compressing the magnetosphere.
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Operation of the three-component induction
magnetometer and associated data recording sys-
tems at Vostok Station (Soviet Union) continued
in cooperation with Soviet scientists of the Arctic
and Antarctic Scientific Research Institute, Lenin-
grad.

It is well established that some type Pc-i hydro-
magnetic wave events propagate horizontally in the
F-layer duct (e.g., Manchester and Fraser, 1970).
Some theoretical features of duct propagation have
been determined (Greifinger and Greifinger, 1968;
P. Greifinger, 1972; Greifinger and Greifinger,
1973). Fraser and Summers (1972) find that Pc-i
signals propagating in the duct are approximately
linearly polarized in the horizontal plane in the
direction of wave propagation, consistent with the
prediction of Greifinger and Greifinger (1968).

Greifinger and Greifinger(1968) also predict the
existence of a low-frequency cutoff in the neighbor-
hood of 0.1 to 0.4 hertz for waves propagating in
the duct. It is difficult to test that prediction by
using Pc-I data because the source mechanism, the
proton cyclotron resonance instability, imposes a
natural low frequency cutoff that is generally in
the range 0.2 to 2 hertz, depending on the L value
and plasma parameters at the source location.
However, to this end the broadband magnetic
noise designated type Pi may be used. Our archives
of pulsation data recorded at College, Alaska,
clearly indicate that when College is on the Pi source
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